
Ms. Mary Nichols 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
COMMANDER NAVY REGION SOUTHWEST 

937 NO. HARBOR DR. 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92132-0058 

Chair, California Air Resources Board 
1001 I Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

5090 
N40/006 
December 9, 2008 

RE: DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS ON OCTOBER 2008 DRAFT OF 
AB 32 SCOPING PLAN 

Dear Ms. Nichols: 

On behalf of Rear Admiral Hering, the Department of Defense (DoD) Regional 
Environmental Coordinator for EPA Region IX, and the Military Services in California, I 

write to communicate the DoD's observations and comments on the second publicly 

released draft (October 2008) of the Scoping Plan (Scoping Plan) for the 

implementation of AB 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32). 

We believe the Scoping Plan to be a thoughtful blueprint for California's forthcoming 
regulatory efforts to address what is indisputably a complex and controversial issue. 

There is no doubt that California Air Resources Board (GARB) staff have worked very 
hard - across the spectrum of often fractious stakeholders - to craft a plan that is likely 
to realize very real reductions in the production of greenhouse gases in California; while 

attempting to minimize the equally real economic and societal consequences that will 
flow from implementation of the Scoping Plan. Staff is to be commended for seeking to 

achieve the right balance in what can only be characterized as "uncharted territory." 

In this letter we seek engagement and dialogue on a number of measures needed to 
accommodate the unique mission and needs of the military with our national and 
international mission requirements. We also call attention to the many programs DoD 
has in place in California, and will continue to implement, to be leaders in reducing our 
carbon footprint. These programs range from successful and long-standing energy 
reduction/efficiency programs on our installations to our pioneering use of biodiesel, 
ethanol and compressed natural gas for fuel in vehicles and portable equipment, and 
also includes our large scale initiatives in geothermal, solar power and other alternative 

forms of energy. On the land use side of the climate change question, and as 
discussed in greater detail on page 4 of this letter, DoD installations are implementing 
policies that reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) from our active duty and civilian 
workers by mandating smart growth in our installation land use decision-making. We 



are proud of our accomplishments, and we welcome the opportunity in the future to 
partner with California on implementing the next wave of technology on our installations. 

As we previously communicated to GARB in our correspondence of September 3, 2008, 
Department of Defense installations in California face unique challenges 1 with the 
implementation of AB 32. Some of these unique challenges (e.g., concerns with 
enforcement of a low carbon fuel standard [LCFS] in military tactical equipment and 
vehicles) can and should be addressed upfront through staff to staff dialogue. We 
suspect that much progress can be made in this manner - much as DoD and GARB 
staffs have obtained productive solutions to complex implementation problems in the 
past. However, given the systemic changes that implementation of the Scoping Plan is 
likely to affect in the context of utility provision/siting, transportation, land use decision
making and fuel availability, we believe that a more programmatic approach to 
DoD/CARB interface is appropriate at this time - particularly in the land 
use/transportation context. For example, DoD ex officio participation in executive level 
technical advisory groups - such as the Regional Targets Advisory Committee (RTAC), 
which will be formed this January in accordance with SB 375, would be a helpful step 
towards ensuring that DoD installation specific concerns in the land use/transportation 
context are raised and resolved before they ever have the potential to encroach upon 
the mission and effectiveness of DoD installations. 

Previously Expressed Concerns: 

Since the October 2008 draft of the Scoping Plan is in most respects similar to the prior 
version that was circulated for public comment, we will largely focus our comments 
herein on "new" areas of proposed regulation that were added to the Scoping Plan (or 
raised by other stakeholders) since the previous draft. However, we ask that GARB 
staff again review our September 3, 2008 letter, attached as enclosure (1 ), in order to 
address DoD concerns previously identified. Concerns identified in the September 3 
letter, and reiterated herein, include: 

1 As previously discussed in numerous DoD comment letters, and reiterated herein 
because of the gravity of the point, DoD installations in California must be able to train, 
equip and deploy their Marines, Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Coastguardsmen for 
diverse and dangerous missions across the globe. The lives of young men and women, 
and our Nation's security, depend upon it. Tactical vehicles and equipment based in 
California must be interoperable with comparable equipment from other parts of the 
country and across the world. DoD tactical vehicles must be able to utilize the same 
types of fuel that they will encounter in austere environments, and military specification 
chemicals (even if of high global warming potential [HGWP]) must be allowed to remain 
in place where process standardization and interoperability are contingent upon the 
continued use of such chemicals. Similarly, regional greenhouse gas reduction targets, 
and the sustainable communities' strategies (SCS) that will implement them, must not 
be allowed to prevent the construction of military ranges and weapons systems that will 
facilitate the training of our Armed Forces to fight the wars of tomorrow. 
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- Creating a mechanism to quantify and catalog "credit" for prior and ongoing 
reductions of GHGs obtained pursuant to federal executive orders and initiatives 
(e.g., the 1997 Defense Reform Initiative; Executive Order 13423); 

- Awarding credit or otherwise incentivizing smart growth and green building 
initiatives by federal agencies where such programs fall outside the regulatory ambit 
of SB 375 and California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) review (as will typically 
be the case); 
lncentivizing implementation of renewable energy opportunities in a manner that is 
consistent with existing and future military training requirements at the various DoD 
installations; 

- Continuing to define military installations for purposes of record-keeping and 
reporting requirements for industrial sources in a manner that is consistent with 
other comparable local governments (e.g., each source of GHG emissions on a 
military base should be evaluated separately in order to determine compliance 
obligations); and 
Ensuring that adequate fuel stocks are authorized and commercially available in 
California to support future DoD tactical operations after implementation of CARB's 
proposed LCFS. 

Concerns with the New Elements in the Scoping Plan: 

Scoping Plan Section I1.C.6: (Regional GHG Targets) 

The most significant new addition to the Scoping Plan, and coincidentally the greatest 
area of potential concern to the DoD, involves California's implementation of the newly 
passed SB 375 and its mandates for reduction of GHGs from land use and 
transportation planning. While SB 375 does not directly regulate DoD installations, the 
indirect impacts of the legislation on DoD facilities that anticipate the need to expand in 
coming years (in order to accommodate new training requirements or weapons 
systems) could be quite significant,2 as obviously SB 375 applies to local and regional 
governments in the vicinity of DoD installations. These governments, not surprisingly, 
will want to avail themselves of the various incentives that SB 375 provides for smart 
growth and public transit friendly development by developing an SGS through their 
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO). Given California's strategic importance, 
and long history with our Nation's military, future growth of military installations to 
support military training is likely to take place at various DoD facilities in California over 
the next twenty years. For example, planned expansion of the Marine Corps Air Ground 
Combat Center at Twenty-Nine Palms may require development of large areas of land, 
include construction of new road infrastructure, and increase vehicle miles travelled 
between military ranges and cantonment areas. 

2 As explained in more detail on page 4, the impacts of SB 375 could potentially 
represent a net benefit for DoD installations. However, because of the systemic land 
use changes associated with SB 375 implementation, DoD ex officio participation on the 
RT AC, and continued coordination with GARB staff, will be critically important in 
ensuring that SB 375 implementation remains consistent with military needs. 



DoD installations believe very strongly in being good neighbors to the local and regional 
governments that surround them, and as a result DOD wishes to avoid any adverse 
impacts to local government SGS approvals. Thus, we believe it is necessary to add 
greater clarity, upfront in the Scoping Plan, regarding how regional GHG emissions from 
DoD installations will be considered in Regional Target setting and SGS approval. We 
therefore suggest that the Scoping Plan recommend excluding emissions from DoD 
installations in the setting of regional GHG targets. It is our understanding that 
MPOs do not typically include DoD projects inside DoD installation fence lines in their 
regional transportation plans (RTPs). Nor would it make sense for MPOs to do so 
under most circumstances. DoD construction projects are typically funded out of 
specific military appropriations, not federal highway funds. Since DoD projects are not 
included in the ATP, it makes little sense for GARB to include DoD projects in the 
regional targets that must be established in accordance with the SB 375 timeline. 
MPOs should not be responsible for attaining emissions reductions from the lands of a 
separate sovereign over whose actions they have no control. Their inability to manage 
DoD national defense projects - which are directed by policy makers at national and 
international levels based upon threats to national security - should not stand as an 
obstacle to local and regional governments availing themselves of the opportunities 
presented in SB 375. 

Smart Growth Initiatives: 

As discussed in our September 3, 2008 letter, DoD is supportive of "smart growth" 
policies which result in improved housing opportunities for our service members and 
employees - who often must live in the highest cost areas of the state. We also 
recognize that these policies may help to reduce encroachment into areas of the state 
where DoD installations utilize air space for training. Therefore, we acknowledge the 
potential benefits of reducing VMT between employment centers and housing - as SB 
375 (and Section 11.C.6 of the Scoping Plan) contemplate. As GARB staff are likely 
aware, in some parts of the state DoD installations are significant employment centers. 
As a result, policies that allow private land-uses in existing developed areas (on or off 
military installations) when crafted in a manner that avoids encroachment to military 
missions, provide benefit to the DoD and California's efforts to minimize GHG emissions 
while facilitating construction of affordable housing. The Scoping Plan should continue 
to encourage land use policies that reduce VMT in and around employment centers -
such as the Navy facilities in San Diego - by encouraging the construction of affordable 
housing and associated transit rather than alternatives that perpetuate long commutes. 
Encouraging these types of smart growth strategies in and around urban military 
facilities in the Scoping Plan (and follow-on regulation) is good policy. The need to 
encourage appropriate infill development in and around military "employment centers" is 
yet another reason why we believe the SB 375 process must involve formal DoD 
participation at the programmatic level. DoD ex officio participation in the RTAC will 
facilitate development of smart growth strategies that are consistent with military land 
uses while discouraging private developments that have the potential to impair military 
objectives. 
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Responsibility for Implementing the Scoping Plan: 

As CARB well knows, DoD has facilities throughout the country and throughout 
California. Unlike other types of air pollutants, which are typically of local and regional 
concern, GHGs are a concern of worldwide significance. DoD can operate most 
efficiently and effectively when it is able to leverage the resources it has throughout the 
country to meet environmental compliance challenges and acquire compliant systems, 
on a large scale. Having to meet different GHG reduction requirements in every state 
threatens the interoperability of DoD systems and may lead to conflicts with 
procurement processes and greatly increased compliance costs. 

a. CAPCOA's Proposal to Be the Primary Implementing Arm for GHG Control: 

It is for this reason that we must identify concerns with some of the proposals suggested 
by the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) and various non
governmental organizations (NGOs) during previous testimony and in written comments 
that have been submitted on the Scoping Plan. While it is sensible for California air 
districts to permit local sources of criteria and hazardous air pollutants that have the 
potential to (or are currently causing) violations of the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS), the impetus for air district permitting is less compelling in the 
GHG control context. Unlike criteria pollutants that are regulated in each air quality 
control region (AQCR) to protect human health from localized and regional impacts, 
excessive GHGs are presumably an international problem with effects that extend well 
beyond the boundaries of a single air district. GHGs, if they are to be regulated, must 
be regulated consistently at the state (and perhaps the national) level by utilizing best 
management practices, changing transportation and development patterns, and 
improving technology in various products and systems. 

GHG regulation at the district level, by permit, for each and every stationary source - no 
matter how small - will be costly, burdensome, and lead to potentially inconsistent 
regulatory requirements at each DoD installation throughout the state (some of which 
fall within the jurisdiction of multiple air districts). Military bases have thousands of 
small-scale stationary source permits administered by air districts throughout the state. 
Because of the sheer volume of permits and their associated compliance requirements 
(record-keeping, reporting, testing/monitoring), CAPCOA's proposal to incorporate a 
GHG best available control technology (G-BACT) mandate and other GHG control 
requirements into each and every stationary source permit is of great concern to the 
DoD. 

Additionally, DoD is concerned that air district regulation, and regulation interpretation, 
which can, and often does, vary greatly from one air district to the next, may 
indeed extend the role of air districts well beyond the control of traditionally permitted 
stationary source equipment, and risk interfering with the implementation of critical DoD 
projects to support national defense. In Appendix 1 to CAPCOA's November 18, 2008 
comments on the Scoping Plan (November 18 Letter), CAPCOA provides a "Sample 
Permit to Operate." In this sample permit, there are proposed restrictions on uses of 
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mobile sources (forklifts), building specifications (requirement for solar roof panel), and 
requirements for replacements of chemicals utilized in industrial processes 
(replacement of HGWP with ammonia). All of these areas of proposed regulation are 
areas typically regulated by GARB, and they should remain so - for the same reasons 
that GARB regulates these areas today (consistency in application, regulatory certainty, 
economies of scale, etc.). While the Sample Permit in the November 18 letter 
represents "out of the box" thinking on the part of CAPCOA on mechanisms to realize 
even greater reductions of GHGs, the existing mechanisms for GHG reduction included 
in the Scoping Plan already impose tremendous new costs and regulatory compliance 
challenges on the DoD and similarly situated regulated industries. Implementation of 
any proposed G-BACT for minor stationary sources, which are not otherwise subject to 
the Scoping Plan's proposed cap and trade program, should be delayed until 
implementation of CARB's initial ambitious round of programs identified in the Scoping 
Plan are complete or well underway. 

b. Indirect Source Rules: 

Numerous NGOs have commented that GARB needs to include in the scoping plan a 
requirement that each air district around the state adopt so called "indirect source 
review" (ISR) rules, such as the program currently adopted in the San Joaquin Air 
Pollution Control District and under development in South Coast Air Quality 
Management District.3 DoD believes that such an approach should not be applied to 
military installations as it is both unnecessary and may lead to conflict with the Federal 
Clean Air Act (CAA) General Conformity requirements (which federal agencies must 
already satisfy). See 42 U.S.C. § 7506. At the outset it is worth noting that SB 375 will 
render ISRs redundant in the portions of the state where the vast majority of GHG 
emissions will emanate (e.g., urbanized areas) because land use controls in these 
regions are likely to be implemented as a component of the SCS that each MPO will 
submit to GARB over the next five years. Additionally, because DoD projects must 
already comply with the CAA General Conformity provisions, and because there is 
some issue whether the land use controls typically mandated in ISRs would fit within 
any existing waiver of federal sovereign immunity vis-a-vis regulation of federal agency 
projects. we suggest that the Scoping Plan continue to omit any suggestion that air 
districts implement ISRs to control GHGs or CAA criteria pollutants. It is worth noting 
that military installations already undertake measures that minimize what could be 
considered indirect sources of GHGs. Many of our installations have housing areas for 
active-duty personnel that are in relatively close proximity to their places of duty. Our 
installations include supporting commercial and community activities such as stores, 
restaurants, schools and day care facilities in close proximity to family housing. These 
items, taken together, substantially reduce the VMT that would otherwise pertain in off 
installation development. Further, many of our urban installations have public transit 
subsidy and carpooling programs for military personnel and civilian employees alike. 

3 Several of the NGOs also suggest that ISRs be extended to include GHG reduction in 
addition to the current ISR focus on reducing criteria pollutants in designated non
attainment AQCRs. 
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Based on the foregoing, we believe that ISRs are unnecessary to achieve the goals of 
the Scoping Plan and a particularly poor fit with existing regulations governing military 
development projects. Should CARB choose to incorporate some expression of support 
for ISRs into the Scoping Plan, it should expressly recognize that ISRs are inappropriate 
tools as applied to military lands. 

Fees: A number of fees are discussed in the Scoping Plan. Further, CAPCOA 
suggests that the Scoping Plan authorize additional fees to fund its proposed ambitious 
efforts to concurrently regulate GHGs. Potentially objectionable fees from the DoD 
perspective in the Scoping Plan include the HGWP mitigation fee and the Feebate 
program for mobile sources. Neither proposed fee is aligned with a specific statutory 
waiver of federal sovereign immunity, and neither fee would appear to convey specific 
benefits on DoD installations that are distinct from those benefits realized by the public 
at large. Accordingly, we recommend that the Scoping Plan acknowledge this potential 
limitation on funding by noting that fee collections from federal agencies for AB 32 
programs shall only be authorized where such assessments are found to be consistent 
with federal law. 

Thank you for the opportunity to again provide comments on the AB 32 Scoping Plan. 
We look forward to engaging CARB staff to resolve immediate implementation concerns 
addressed herein while working to create a long term engagement framework for 
addressing future DoD specific concerns with AB 32 and its progeny, before adverse 
effects on the national defense mission can develop. If you have any questions 
regarding these comments or if we can provide further clarification or assistance, my 
points of contact are Mr. Randal Friedman, (619) 572-5037, and Major Jeremy Jungreis, 
USMCR, (760) 725-2631. 

Enclosure 1: DoD Comments on AB 32 Draft Scoping Plan Letter of 3 September 2008 
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Ms. Mary Nichols 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
COMMANDERNAVYREruONSOUTHWEST 

937 NO. HARBOR DR 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92132-0058 

Chai i, Ca1 i fornia Air Resources P,oard 
1001 l Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear 1\1s. Nichols 

IN REPL V REFER TO: 

5090 
Ser N40/0001 
September 3, 2008 

RE: UEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS ON AB ) ~' DRAFT SCOPING PLAN 

On b~hal~ of Rear Admiral Hering, the Department of Defense 
( "Dol. 1 " 1 Regional Environmental Cuordinato1 tor EPA ReS:Jion IX, 
and :he Military Services in California, I write to communicate 
DoD'., comments on certain aspect:=: 1 of the Draft Scoping Plan 
( Scor,j ng Plan) for the implementation of i'>.B 32, the Global 
Warming Solutions Act. 

The riil itary services in Califor~ia recognizP the California Air 
Reso,_ . .rces Board (CARB) staff's dedication and commitment to 
seeking innovative methods to reduce Greenhouse Gases (GHG) 
emissions in California. I can assure you that we also remain 
dedicated to reducing air pollution and pursuing innovative 
techi.iques for air quality improvement. I am confident that we 
wi 11 ··ontinue to work constructively w1_ th CARB Staff-as we have 
in ti :1c· recent past on a number of CARE regulatory initiatives
and ·: c,gether we will develop way:: to address the unique 
chalJ~nges faced by the military services ~11 California. 

We appreciate CARB' s continued rf:'cognit ion oi DoD' :::: national 
secu1ity mission and our need to deploy tactical vehicles and 
equir•ment worldwide, often into rugged and austere conditions. 
Such equipment must be flexible and resilient. Often 
operational requirements necessitate the ability to operate from 
a common fuel supply. Your special consideration of tactical 
vehic·les and equipment in prior regulations allows our equipment 
to r0main standardized, facilitating inter-operability of fuel 

1 
Doi) 111te11d\ to make additional commenh on the !>raft Scoping Plan. ;1, appropriate. as the Scoping 

Plan 1, <In eloped and the strategic, fur achieving 1ed11ction, in grecnhou,c ga\L'\ (CiHG.,) achieve greater 
clartt\ 

ENCLOSURE j_ 



and parts anywhere in the world that military tactical equipment 
basec~ in California may need to qo. 

In tLe Mandatory Reporting Regulation ( see scoping PlErn-p. 69) 
we appreciate your conceptual rec~ognition :hat military 
installations, given their size complexity and function, are 
more analogous to small cities-~ontaining industrial, 
residential and commercial uses- than single industrial 
facilities. Allowing DoD instal ations to group distinct 
disc~ete and related emission so11rces within an installation's 
fence line for the purpose of tabulating emissions fairly 
apprnximates the treatment of non-DoD facilities under the 
regulations. We would ask that as the Scoping Plan continues to 
evoL·E you continue to treat milctary installations and tactical 
equipment/vehicles in accordance with this concept. 

Our , ·umments on specific aspects of the Scoping Pl2,n are as 
fol l•)v·s: 

l. C1e:ilt for Early Compliance and Pn':vious GHG 1eductions 
( ~: .:--Jp_;_ng Plan Section I I. C. 3) ( Scoping Plan Sect ions I I. B. 12, 
r- : ) : 

The • lclD has been a leader in imp.Lement 1ng proactive policies 
that 1educe pollution to air, water and 1and for some time. As 
earl: as 1997, DoD installations in California began 
implementing the Defense Reform :nitiative with the intention of 
becoming more energy efficient and reducing emissions of 
greenhouse gases. As a result, ,3ome of the "low hanging fruit" 
in GHG ~eductions was harvested by the DoD several years ago
long before other elements of requlated industry began 
c:orrn tdt,1- ing ways to reduce their carbon tootprint. 
Cons~quently, DoD already has more ene~gy and water efficient 
buil,J_ngs and ports than many ui its private secto1 counterparts 
and 1~ready utilizes cleaner bur11ing alternative fuel technology 
in ir~ non tactical vehicle appl1cations. The resull of these 
earl( actions by DoD (other than less GHGs in the ambient air 
toda~ is that additional reduct Lons from regulated DoD 
appl u·at ions will be even more tfochnological ly and financially 
difficult to obtain than they wo11ld otherwise be if the DoD had 
simply taken no prior action. 

Whil, '. we understand that credits cannot be awarded for every 
past project that inadvertently reduces greenhouse gases, we 
requ,,r,t CARB acknowledge and seek that 1 n establishinsJ the 
base .ne and methodology for determining an individua~ regulated 
enti1 ·' s compliance with the reduction targets mandated by AB 
32, ~ARB authorize credit (in some forml for prior GHG 



reductions that were undertaken for the purpose of reducing GHG 
emissions or promoting energy efficiency. While Section II.C.3 
vaguely addresses credit for early actions and voluntary 
offsets, the language utilized appears to indicate that credit 
will only be awarded for prospective projects (and only after 
receiving approval from CARB). The model suggested in Section 
II.C? for early action implementation is likely to be 
cumbersome and time consuming and unlikely to facilitate 
sign1ficant efforts to achieve early reductions from regulated 
industry. We recommend that CARE revise the scoping plan in 
Section II.C.3 (and elsewhere) to clarify that past projects 
that were intended to, and indeed achieved, meaningful 
reduct ions in GHG production, may be eligible for credit under 
apprnpriate circumstances (notwithstanding failure to obtain 
prio_ approval from CARB). In this manner the past proactive 
step~ of DoD and other environmer1tally responsible actors can be 
equitably included in the AB 32 regulatory scheme. 

2. E11~ouragement and Credit for s~art-Growth Land Use Policies 
th~t Reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMTl {Scoping Plan Section 
IT.B.13): 

Many military installations in California are located in the 
coun1· 1·y' s highest cost areas for housing. As a reEml t, each 
decane our service members and civilian staff live further and 
furtLer away from their work places contributing to California's 
grow ng vehicles miles traveled I VMT) problem and trm;trating 
state efforts to reduce GHG emissions from mobile sources. As a 
result, the DoD has an interest in land use decision-making that 
prod,,,:e affordable housing proximate to ot,r military facilities. 
Poli, ::.es that reduce sprawl and increase affordable housing also 
serv,: our national security mission by all owing service members 
to 11,·e closer to their workplaces thereby (acilitating quicker 
deployments and more rapid responses to contingencies locally 
and c11ound the world. 

Unfo:tl1nately, we also know first.-hand the difficulties of 
builci1ng housing in urban locations. For example, at Naval 
Station San Diego we are topping out four 17~story buildings 
that will house almost 1,900 sailors. These structures are a 
short walk from a light rail station and from the ships where 
many ()f the service members work. These buildings are also a 
short walk from a wide array of shopping and recreational 
acti,1ties - thereby improving morale while at the same Lime 
redu, Lng emissions from motor vehicle trips. As a substitute 
for ong commutes we believe the greater density projects 
disc1s:,sed herein will substantially reduce VMT and therefore 



substanlially reduce GHG emissions. 
further discussion of these issw,s. 

Enclosure (1) provides 

Although "smart growth" is discussed briefly in Section II.B.13, 

we believe that the Scoping Plan should have a more robust 

discussion and proposal for recognizing the importance of urban 

infi:L. The Scoping Plan, and follow on regulations should 

provide strong incentives (such as offset credits) for 
construction of projects that reduce VMT and facilitate walkable 

communities. Such regulations should also provide a methodology 
for quantification of the GHG reductions from individual smart 

growth projects for possible use as future offsets or tradable 

GHG ~eduction credits. In this manner a developer of a military 

const1uction project could use green building concepts as a 

pote11tial source of GHG credits to help these difficult projects 

pencJJ out. 

~. Cu1cerns With Scoping Plan Goods Movement Requirements for 

oc~~n Going Vessels (Scoping Plan Section II.B.10): 

The c:oping Plan in Section II.B.10 discusses the 1eduction of 

the ,·.peed of ocean going vesse 1 s in and ot, t of California ports 

as a CHG reduction measure. We have a particular concern with 

this [iroposal as it relates to the Ports of Los Angeles/Long 

Beac:1 As we previously stated in a 7 June 2007 comment letter 

rcga1ci1ng the California Ozone SIP: 

We have a specific concern with the proposals for increased 
1 egulation of the shipping industry that center on plans 
lor additional regulation of ships within 24 nautical miles 

"f the California coastline. At least one shipping company 

lias approached the Navy tc, seek approval to minimize its 

travel in California coastal water~, by leaving the 

,"c;tablished shipping la.nee; and t1·aversing our training 

: anges in order to evade a substantial port ion of ARB' s 

L egulat ion. We strongly oppose any nuch movement. Aside 

Lrom an almost total disruption of our ability to train and 

:·onduct research, development, test and evaluation, the 
~xtra distance involved and the highe1 speeds that will be 
'.naintained will lead to qreater emissions in the South 
'oast. I call your attention to ARB's "Air Quality Impacts 

~rom NOx Emissions of Two Marine Vessel Contra: Strategies 

,n the South Coast Air Basin Final Report" (September 2000) 

which after much modeling and review documented the 

:ncrease in pollution. We believe the 2007 SIP must be 

!_-evised to incorporate measures that wi 11 ensure that the 
shipping industry does not abandon the current shipping 
Lanes. 
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We request that the Scoping Plan explicitly acknowledge our 

concerns about this issue and seek to ensure that consideration 

of vessel speed reduction fully dccount for all GHG emissions in 

the vicinity of the California Coastline--not iust those 

emissions within the currently defined zone. We also request 

that follow on regulations fully consider the environmental and 

national defense impacts of the measures suggested in Section 

II.B.10 to include identification of mitigation measures that 

will be implemented in the event the shipping industry moves 

ship 1outing to evade the application cif AB 12 regulation. 

4. Encouragement of Solar Power and Additional Renewable Energy 

Al ::"':rnatives (Scoping Plan Sec~ions II. B. 12, 1T. C.:) : 

The J1scussion of solar power in Section IT.R.12 of the Scoping 

Plan c,nly mentions residentia1 and commercial buildings and not 

indw: trial buildings. Industria J buildings, especially on large 

military installations, are ideal candidates for solar power 

gene'ation given their strong acc:ess to the sun and minimal 

shadP issues. We question whether or not existing industrial 

builtl1ngs should be subject to requirements to exceed 

Calitornia's Title 24 standards as many induslrial buildings, 

particularly on military installations, are warehouses, hangers, 

etc. lt is inconsistent with the goals and robust emission 

redu, ·t ions required under AB 32 Lo expect a building which is 

open :o the environment much of the time to have to upgrade to 

and neyond Title 24 standards just to capture the significant 

solar potential present in these buildings. We also have issues 

with California regulations that limit the extent of California 

Solar Initiative (CSI) funding which can be used beyond lMW 

the1~by limiting the use of military instdllations for solar 

deve lupment in some instances 1. s,~e enclosure 2. 1 vJe believe 

that t lie Scoping Plan should inc Lude measure,-:; that recognize the 

pote:1tial value of industrial si~es as a maior source of solar 

poweL and encourage creative ways to utilize the solar resource. 

The ~coping plan should seek to ~emove barriers to green energy 

development such as those discussed in enclosure (2). 

5. Definition of Industrial (Scoping Plan Sections I.Band II.C.l 

land others]) 

The Scoping plan references future measures tied to the 

"ind11strial sector" and industri3.l sites, e.g. cap and trade and 

audits. There is no definition, however, of what conslitutes an 

industrial site. As discussed at the beginning of this letter, 

we ask that ARB continue to recognize the 11niqueness of military 

instrlLlations and continue use of the definition of industrial 



site currently utilized within the GHG Mandatory Reporting 

regulation. 

6. Low Carbon Fuel Standard (Scoping Plan Section I I. B. S) : 

The Scoping plan indicates CARB's intention to fast-track 

development of a Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS)~which is to be 

apprc: 1ved by the Board by the end of 2 O 08. While DoD is 

supportive of efforts to develop cleaner fuel blends, we ask 

CARB lo cdrefully consider the needs of fleets (such as many of 

DoD'R fleets) which have already transitioned to cleaner fuel 

b1end,; ,mch as B-20 biodiesel and E-85. LCFS specifications 

developed for CARB diesel and gasoline blends should either 

incl11de low carbon specifications for B-20 and E-85 or otherwise 

clarity rhat fleets utilizing these clean alternative fuel 

blench; will not be penalized (or lose otherwj se applicable 

redU<."t ion credits) for using B-2(J or F. SS in lieu of c,tandard 

CARB diesel or gasoline. 

Than~ you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft 

Scop.ng Plan. We look forward t() working wjth CARB staff to 

addr-::,3S our concerns. If you ha,,e any quest ions regarding these 

comm~:11t s, my point of contact is Randal Friedman. He can be 

readli"d i'lt (619) 572-5037. 

l. 
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Executive Summary: Renewable F:ne::gy Brief to 
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GREENHOUSE GAS CREDIT FOR HOUSING INITIATIVES 

NA VY INITIATIVES TO CONSTRUCT HOUSING PROXIMATE TO 

EMPLOYMENT/SUPPORT FACILITIES RESULTS IN SUBSTANTIAL AND 

Ql1ANTIFIABLE REDUCTIONS IN GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 

BACK(;ROl.ND: As California continues to implement ;\<.,<.,emhly Hill (J\B) 32, the Global 

Warming Solutions /\ct, one of the newest areas or efforts irn t ilvc-., the relationship between land 

use de\'L·luprncnt/planning and GHG. Consider that in 2004 pa-.-.,cngcr cars and light duty trucks 

accounlL'd 1111 I J6 million metric tons (MMT) uf ( 'aliforni;_1·-. -1-79 M\1T total crni-;sion, or 28.4C/,. 

Then cu1hidcr that vehicle miles traveled in California continues to grow faster than the population 

due to c,111tinucd land use trends further away from central employment area.., and it i-, easy to 

understdnd the prohlern. Hence renewed interest in what i.., termed ··smart growth" which is more 

dense d1·\ clnpmcnt h1cated close to transit and cmplovrncnt/..,upport area-.,_ 

-1-Y\ o! \tlllll/2 sailors arc priced out of the San Diego apartment nwrket. Les-, than Y1<· or all sailors 

arc paid d v.age economist_-; deem -;ufficient lo enter into the home owncr..,hip market in San Diego. 

There i~ n idence to suggest these facts will precipitate an 1.'\ cr-L·xpanding commuting arc as sailors 

:seek af1t1rdahk housing when the Navy housin~ inventory cannut meet the dt·rnand. Coupled with 

the ah:scnn· ur -.,ophisticated mass transit options. it i-., reasl,nahlc l\l L'unclude the Navy will witness 

a marked increase in commute tirm:.., and a corre-.ponding incrca-.l' in community impact owing to 

these grl::1tcr L·ommute-.. 

Discussion: The Naval Base San Diego Pacific Beacon prujccl is an cxcellc11l example nf how a 

---..mart ;!r, iv. th .. project can reduce GHG in California through reduction or VMT. This project 

create-. llou-.,ing for almost 1900 sailor-, who. absent the prii_iecl and rc-.,ulting from the limitations on 

the SD l1uusing market would. for large part. have long co111111utcs and contrihute to the growing 
' , . . . . 

ENCLOSURES ( 1 ) 



Figure I summarizes the current trend in commuti11g distances While 8Ylr ol sailors commute less 

than JO m1k-. one-way, the average commuting di,tance one-way is a fraction over 20 miles. For 

I .900 sailors this j.., 76,000 VMT per day! I 8r/r travel more than JO miles. And a full 9% of the 

Active Duty Military population drives in excess or 60 miles one-way. Navy Region Southwest is 

home to 7-+. n5 -..ailors as of JO Nov 2007. SS.489 report tl1 Metro San Diego Bases and home 

pmted ship-, 1.:ach day. San Diego County doe.., 1101 have the matllrL' mass transit system as other 

large metropolitan areas have. J\hsent Pacific Beacon and the continued growth in San Diego's 

populatilln \\L' wuulcl expect, over time. the commute distance-.. tor thes.e -.ailur.., to increase. 
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Figure I - Commuting distance (miles) for Acth e Dut) Sailors 

The PaLiltc Beacon project allows sailors to li,e with111 \Valki11g distance of their ships and is 

lucated a couple of hundred yards from a light rail station. Abo within easy walking distance arc 

basic support ,eryices such as shopping, recreation, and dining. It i-.; therefore sale to say that 

Pacific lkacon·-. high density development v..ill ..,uhstantially reduce VMT and therefore 

suhstanually reduce GHG emissions.. Thu . ..,, in addition tu the potential 76.000 miles per day 

eliminaccd !'or commute, if each sailor elirninatt.>, just an additiunal 10 mile trip that is another 

ll),000 mile, ()J' a total of9S,OOO miles per day. In addition to YMT considerations, given the 

project·, high density, energy efficient design thl' huilding:,., will abo reduce GHCi L'missions. 

Finally i11 addition to GHG emissions.. all cmi-.,-ion, or concern. L'.g I\JOx will al-.,o he reduced. 



There i-. "ide-.pread interest in this subject. but at the same t1111c a reluctance to engage because it is 

an admittedly difficult task. Pacific Beacon. however, appear-. tu utler a case where quantification 

would he L'asicr as we have data on commuting patterns and can make good as1sumptions about 

future tr,msp()rtation patterns after the project·s completion. 

l 'pon 4uanti ricatinn. the GHG reductions could be considered a crnht against future Navy emission 

increa-.L''· Quantification of these reductions would ab(1 serw to highlight beneficial aspects of 

".-;mart growth .. housing projects a-. a counterpoint to oppo-.ition the-.c projects often have from 

()(her-.. h,r c·xample, the Coastal Commission ,tatfopposcd the Pacific Reacon project due to a 

minor \JC\\ i,,ue. Following this thought. this pwjccl 011 ;1 111acru lcwl could highlight the general 

difficult11.>, that .. smart growth .. rnfill projects have in Calil'urnia through a case .'itudy ..,bowing how 

a plannu11,: agency focus on a narn1,v localized is-.ue did not crnhider the larger contextual issues 

surrnundi11g .'-marl growth, including VMT and corresponding (iHCi rcductinn'-. 

The Pac1!1c Beacon project could serve as a ca-,e 'iludy for ~mu1b likL' the Climate Registry, or 

ARB. <1· Pliler" to further discussion and development of rncthodologie" !'or this i111portant subject. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

6 Aug 2008 

(ll) Renewable Energy Brief to Congresswoman Susan Davis: DODREC 9 participated in a 1 

Jul 08 Renew ah le Energy hricf to Congresswoman Davis and her staff and then helped to 

provide follow-up info to her staff and Californi.i state Senator Christine Kehoe\ staff. We 

identifiL'd :2 state law barriers to expanding DOD\ photovoltaic construction on hoard our bases 

and I kderal harrier: 

I. California Solar Initiative (CSI) Litnilatiuns prevent DoD rrom receiving financial 

incrntt\es for systems over 1.000 kW ( I MW) and requires that we aggregate systems on our 

bas,:s. thu-. reducing financial viahility of larger systems. This limitation obviously did not 

tak- 1ntu rnnsidcration the unique aspect or DoD ( i.e .. very large customer with city-sized 

imLtllatiorb). Contrast this with a potential sn~nario for a company like Qualcomm which 

occ upic-. many buildings in Sorrento Valley and i.s allowed financial incentives for multiple 

-.itv, k-,-., than l MW. 

~ Public Utilities Corrm1i-.,siun (PUC) approved utilitic-., tariff-. arc outright disincentive-. 

tu larger -.,ystcms. Utility companies are authorized to charge System-. ahuvc 5MW the 

Departing Load Charge and Standby Fee tariffs. We -,pccifically identified this issue when 

we were trying to develop a very large system at China Lake ( I 0-20 MW). Thc-,e tariff 

rlwr~c-., would make thi-. type llf development uneconomical hecau-,c of the penalty cost-.. 

Tlw 1·alionale for these penaltie.<s relate to the fact that the utility company must still maintain 

crw,ugh power capacity for the ''departed load", since the -,olar system can hccome defective. 

trip ,111line. and then the base would need utility company power. 

; There i-. uncertainty a-. to whether the Federal 111\c-,trncnt Tax Credit ( ITCJ will be 

c:--1emlcd. ,ind without ii. -;o]ar development hecomc-. tinanciall) prohibitive. The ITC is 

ni1r,·11tly -,chcduled to expire on JI Dec OX. Our contact-, all indicate that the ITC will be 

n 1cmkd: however, large projects cannot proceed at the point. -,ince the ITC require-, on line 

c1 llnplction hy expiration date. This is a critical issue if we wanl private developers to build/ 

u,•. n/ operate systems on DoD land. 

Wear\· 111 dialogue with California State Senator Kehoe·-, stall to attempt a state legislative fix to 

the fir,,t 2 issues identified above. Our naval inqallation-, present it unique opportunity for the 

State, )r California renew ah le energy programs. DoD ha" a vast "-..ca" of roofs and as a single

entity WL' have the ability to closely monitor and maintain PY -;y-;tcm-.,. In the next 10 years DoD 

could rotcntially develop 50+ MW of solar. if we could get relief un thc-.c issue". 

M-.. Mary Kay Faryan 

C'.'JRSW/;-..;40 
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